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Dear Sylvis, 

I appreciate your franknes and hope you wil. understend mine. First, 

you heven't read the book and do not understand how I nendled Busse. Second, let 
me tell you something about the kind of honorable people with whom other "critics" 
audzha have been associated and have helped. I begin with m explenation ofthe 
situation in sthich I am and found myself with this book, 

Boil agreed to do it while I was writing it. # therefore wrote it with them 

jn mind, I was to get a $30,000 advance. Their only out was if they found it libelous. 
did not get the advance, they declined the book, and my agent went the rounds of 

most of the other publishers who might have brought it oub in s hurry. All rejected it. 
My single regret now is that I did not then do 4 private printing. Had we not been so 
exhausted, my wife,upon whom the greatest work would have falled, unwell, probably I 
would have. “arallax agreed to do it, making me co-publisher in lieu of an advance or 

royalties. If there is eny profit, we split it 50-50. Seme with any loss. it was their 
idea to ask Garrison for the introduction. I expressed a contrary desire but + left the 

decision to themo for they are advancing the money when other publishers would not. They 

are also doing it when their normal distribution, S&S, will be denied them (and me), hin 
inereases the risk and means distribution will be improvised at best. "o, there is, if not 
the effective circulation of the book to be considered, at least the recouping of the cost. 

®his is a factor you have not _had to live with, for you have an income from your 

regular employment. tt is a problem for “arallax and it is aiso one for me, for we have Bd 

no income for four years. We have had return from WHITEWASH suffiehent for me to pay for 

the cost of printing and @istributing it and II end to pay off all my debts except ebout 
$5,000. We used my wife's saving and this to make a down payment on a decent place to 

live (for we have hed a subterranean garret for lo these many years).] am now in debt fot 

the entire cost of doing PW and will be going further in debt for the cost of doing a 

much more expensive book, the private and complete version of Cswald In New Orle ams. If 

there is a single person of principle or one who suits you and meets your standards who 

has moved even a pinkie to help, I an unaware of it. Garrison is willing to, and we need 

his help. - 

With all the digkussion of what he is deing, if any of these peaple of honor 
hes seen fit to draw attention to the fact that it comes from my work tor, not from those 
wig iaMedietety seized upon it @bl their books), | em likewise aware of nothing but 

i available, if apy of these_honorable people has tried in ay 
way to set it in 8 single bookstore, it is news to me. tet, aside from the good + t hink i 

ean do, have to pay for it. 

Who are the honorable people with thom I have to liv and associate? Those at 

; lbberal ag they are, one hseving been Eleanor Roosevelt's producer: You have only a 

feint idea of what they have done to me. They heve made me promises they not only have not 
kept, but never told me they were not keeping. I trusted them and made kertein decisicrs 

based on them. For example, when I went to California last Decemter, the bork was not cute 

“4 Was being printed when I left. Lane's friends in Frisco asked me to come out aml get him 

and them off the hock Liebeler had them on. Maggie and Bill felt the sam way and asked he 

same thing. They, hovever, did not do what the risco people did:offered to pay my expenses. 

Instead of waiting until 1 bsd-a book in the stéres to sell, I went out to help. 1 am nae 

still waiting for my expenses, more than £400.00, ur Sauvage, who i know you regard as 

honorable, and who you “ROW T have Zone out of my way to promote. ~ helped get him on 

the Yack Mc“inney show when this subject was hot. I offered to tade an introduction- 

endorsement. By accident I was in Phils that night and the station wanted me to be there 

in the studio and share the show. I dedined, finelly agreeing that if he wanted it I 

would, but under no other circumstances. I also told them I would say nothing unless he 

wanted me to, thet I regarded it as his show. His expression to them was so ppined 



they were embarrassed in communicating it to me. This is the same Sauvage who had 
no qualms sduut coming to Washington for a press preview of The “inority Report for. 
which I had arranged and at some cost, cash and time, ani for a press conference for 
myself as part of it, and horning in on me, making it impossible for me to do what 

pdeanned and wanted to. Even if he had been made the instrumentality of someone 
else's design. he knew he was coming to my territory, knew he had done nothing to 
arrange for it, and did not even speek to me. He came into the room where my wifs and I were 

and did not approach us. 1 later went up to him and he did not even introdyce his wife. 

Whys Wheat did I ever do to him* 
? f 

Shall we go back to the appearance of the Epstein book? Upon what did al 

the toehr “critics*llavish their attentions, including in print’ Show me a word about 

my work. Need I now recall to you those letters You then did not understand about 
those things you were writing and doings Need 1 refwesh your recollection esbout the 

vile slanders and libels by Arnoni and Vince’ The result was to dehy me eny mention 
in the progressive press. Both knew what they then said was false. What good, after 

his letter to Dellinger, did it do for Vinee to come up to me in person and say he 

was sorry, that he had teen wrong: It salved his conscience but did not remove the 
harm that was not alone to me personally. There are other such cases with which 1 will 
not burden you. But I remind you of your own efforts, which entailed mx no review of 

my book, no real assistance to it when it was the xaxm viable book, without the 

doctrinsl flews, and we risked bankruptcy to bring it out. You canzsot imagine the kind 

of really dirty stuff that was pulled behind the scenes by both publishers, if not the 
authors, when Lane's and Epstein's books were being offered overseas inz competition | 
with mine, or what that noble man £ of high principle, Richard Rovere, did with Yer 

Spiegel, who interest in my book had been initiated by their N.Y. man. 

These are only some of the things your principles do not trouble you about. 

They are wist 1 haveklived with. So, we have Garrison, who is set upon by the most 

enormous campaign imaginable because he says whet is right and is determined to take t 

it to court. The gangup is obvious, but what is below the surface you do not,,see end I 
think really do not comprehend. He is padgered and bludgeoned by the press. ¢ is a 
political figube who has to live with this and surfite it. He is the District Attorney 
who then hes to impanel an “impartial” jury which daily is oging corrupted in front of 
his face and yours. How can he possibly do this in silence‘ He was silent for more _ 
then four months. Whether or not you approve what he says end dees, do you think had 
he remained silent he would have survived: Or that we wohld not all have been seriously 
hurt with him: , 

What is really at the toot of it is not wejudgement of Russo and Bundy, which 

you di with NBC, whether you so intend of not, but whst transpires in court. Garrison's 

first problem is to get there. His next problem is to get a half-way uncorrupted jury. 
These are the two major problems he faces, and he must, as reality recuires, face them 

first. 1 hsve no doubt about the fact, for as I wrote more than 25 years ago, and then 

and in what hes since teen published, wrote alone, Oswald's career there was that of 

an agent. When you have read my Now Orleans book, which is, as you now, entirely inde- 

pendent of Garriosn and his work and was completed in early April {all 600 pageshed 

been retyped and mailed by the middle of the month}, you will also see, I am onfident, 
a prime facie case of conspiracy without even the Russo stuff, which + merely report 
fro. the papers. | tie Oswald with the right-wing Cubans; Banister and the CRC, which 

was organized by the CIA. 

Have you ever tried ta fight the CHA’ And the FBI and the national administra- 

tion and almost all the press’ That is what he feces. 1 do not know the truth about 

Russo, Before any of the critical writing had apveered, I have in my own book expressions 

of my own. I ala believe Russo is not the center of Garrison's case but a convenient 
surfacing in time for him not to reveal his case. I say this. * may also be wrong. But I 

believe it. Wait until you read the FBI "Ferrie" reports. He did threaten to kill JPK,



+ heave woven much materiel together. I also left much out for various 

reasons, including judgement and space. As much of my writing of this subject is, 

some if perhaps too eliptical. But I think you will find enough solid fact to satisfy 

you, and I am content to be judged on my writing. 

My real reason for aiscoursging Farellex from asking Garrison to write 

an introducthon was to preserve his integrityxand independence and mine and not to 

tempt him to say whet perhaps he should not. However, + have no apologies to make for 

accepting his introduction, and I eam heppy that he is willing to do it. Right or 

wrong, he is a remarkably brave men. He is also politically brave. Even if he did 

use it all after, in explaining it to him I asked him to make no public use of it 

before Indid, where have you seen 8 public figure, 4n elected one, who would say what 

he has about the CIA, FBI and the anti-Castro Cubans and our own national policy? 
t 

You are elsom confusing two situations that cannot be compared: what the 

Commission did in a non-edversary proceeding and what he is doing in one where he 

faces opposing counsel and cross examination, Aside from Bandy and Russo, you meke Ewa 

a point of the number 19106. What you do not bear in mind is the tremenduous mathe- 

matical odds against this peing another "coincidence" (it is not in my book) and the 

other things relating to it, like Shew s unquestioned ecommection with the CI& and the 

government s and Andrews! identification of him as Bertrand. 

_ As long as Garrison stays within the norms of judicial and legal practise 

I feel you are wrong to criticize him in advance cf his court case on the level on 

which you criticize him. The 19106 was introduced in a legal proceeding, not in a 

"leak", +f it is wrong, it Will be so proven in court. It can be wrong and the rest 

of the case right. 1t can be right and he can be proved wrong on other things. i have 

my own criticisms, but you have not agproached them. Tt is not the same as unconfronted 

evidence, which is what the WC used. “his will sil be confronted, and ® not doubt 

that it will be and by the most competent lawyers. 1+ ig 1 who took the evideme that 

the CIA is paying opnosing counsel to Garrison. 

On LIFE and my misjudgements of people. I acknowledge this and + never 

expect to change for I can live no other way. But nesd I: remind you of your own 

initial devotion to Epstein and how you sloughed off my own written questions about 

him and his writings So we are all poorly equipped to deal with dishonest people. I 

do not believe this ,of Billings. I do not argue with you sbout LIFE. There are sont 

things I will not put in writing but will tell you about if you remind me. He aid offer 

me certain help I elmost accepted. I could have gotten it fram no one else. I turned 

to him because he has facilities 1 do not and as an alternative to asking Bill to 

undergo certain physical dangers he is not unwilling to accept. What they will do with 

it remains to be seen, and no one could be more honest on this then Billings has been. 

What they heve done I do #mow, and that, I think, you will approve. They have collected 

s vast amount of, worthwhile material that could not have been collected by others. An 

effort will be made to use it. And it does exist. They have also made the editorial 

decision (thet I suppose can be changed) to do a story on unseen pictures. Thab Hall 

stuff was enough to get the FBI swarming all over where he is end, if we get it and it 

holds up, is 4s sensational and important 4s eny you can invent. Theykalso loused up 

the getting, but that is not Billings. 

Personally, 1 suffer more than any other from waht CBS did, and perhaps 

sometimes I will give you all the details. This, save for doctrine, is my ides that 

they stole without eredit or compensation. They also plegiarized from me. I may yet 

gue them. But, despite the imnediate effect of their show, from which I alone of the 

erities at this time personally also suffer. on belence I agree with Richter's opinion. 

The ultimate effect is to advence the quest for truth. - 

I neve turned over to LIFE other things I could not herdle myself. fo whom



elses Once I turned a live lead over to 4ill, +4 was too much for him, he felt, so he 
brought Turner of Ramparts in. 1 have yet to get the first inkling from him or them of 
what he learned, yet it is I alone who could fit it in place, Or credit for turning it 
over when they printed this as though it was their om ina piece in which the also 
used material of which I told them in wnfidence inDecember. I could tell you other 
things about Ranparts and me. 

I'm afraid that I em note hermit and when I cannot do myself what I 
ghink must be done I will enlist the help of those who I think agree with me, Of 
illings I have not the slightest doubt. Please believe me, he is an exf@ellent 

investigative report end has made mejor contributions to knowledge, 

I published the fact that Willis had unpublished pictures. Who else did 
anything with it, to cite just one example. They paid a lot of money just to get to 
see them, and we can thereby know what they show. And they did get the stetement 
you esked them to get for me. I'll ask him for a copy when I speak to him again. 
They are following my Lovelady-shirt stuff down. They will not give the “ovelady's 
$5,000, But what else was I to do with ity I think that if they see the Shirtthey 
Will orint the Martin picture, , 

And privately} please, I tell you that Billings hes been paying for my 
phone calls on this and the Hall thing, and they come to money t euuld not spend. He 
offered it, I did not ask. “e trusted me with his credit card. + have not misused it. 

L In short, I do not think I am associating with dishonorable people. 4nd 
think them, by your standards, at.least as honorbale and decent ana Lane and Epstein and 411° the eminenees, Dig 1 ever tell you who I asked to read WHITEWASH 

and who I asked to write introductions, without asking them whet they would say if 
they did, and none would: Did I ever tell you the nemes of some of the established 
“progressives” of whom I sought help, and from 10% of whom I got nothing? And wea 
to this date heve gotten to help at all? ~ 

, 

During this, which has taken more time than either of us has, I have a 
long interruption from One Horne, who represents the British publisher Peter Dawney. 
Dawney hes done Joesten’s new book in England and is thinking of distributing it here. 
I'll get a cory soon. t have it in German. 

, 

What do you think of Lieveler refusing to testify in N.O.% Had to consul 
others and then refused. Subpena issued, ; : 

Before I elose, 1 must remind you. that in my opinion PW is e really sensational 
book. What paper, besides the TImes, mentioned it: Wheat radio or TV program invited me 
to mention it‘ Three programs that I sppght only. We very much need help, Sylvia, 
unless we are to write for each other. “eve you any idea the kind of 6 loss I may take 
on WHII or PW or what I shall yet do? Show me your preference in people with a raised 
finger among all of them. And tell me how, sitting where I sit, I should think of the 
performance of two men of whom you think highly, Vince and Arnoni? 

lf 

' Excuse the absue in my not taking time to reed this, + hope you can dope 
out the typos. 

“oeardless of what you wind up thinking of Garrison personally, 1 also 
think you will agree this is the only possible course. 

Sincerely, 

And where are all those valiant fighters end men of high principle seeking to 

answer AP, CBS, NBC, ete* + have receive? no letter from anyone reflecting 8 willing- 
ness to stert this fighty 4m I slone* I asked Vince's help on 2 legel proceeding that 
I will eventuslly start. st is not forthcoming. Ammoni has yet to withdraw his vilifi- 

eations or to stone in writing.


